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Some Problems of Co-operation between 
Employers and Workers

by Keizo Fujibayashi

In this ajrticlp the author reviews the developments of the issues 
•cojicerniEig the joint qojQsultation and co-operation between einployers 
•and workers both m IL  O aiid iax Great Britain, and he points out two 
aspects of the developineniis which he considers significant in contem- 
plating, our efforts to improve the lalDour relatioiis, in Japan.

Firstly, there are conditions for the co-operation:
In many countries, the need for increased production has been 

very great in the post-war years.
2)  EspeeMlly in En^lajid, a；) we find the Id©含in n i^  of 如神  con

sultation in “ the MonMuraior Talks.^ In the following years of the 
failure of the General Strike of 1926, the British trade tmion movo- 
ment adopted gradually sl new iapproach to industrial peace and 
collaboration with the employers, b) After the war，the attitude of 
the trade uniojis to management has been changed ■ by the existence 
of full employment，and they haye realized that it is aaecessary to 
promote industrial production for the improvement of the workers? 
standard of l i v i n g . )

> Secondly, there is a controversy on the probletn^ of u Industrial 
Democracy ” in England. II. Clegg* does not support tho workers’ 
claim for a greater say m maaiageineiit, and he vi印ys tれeyefore jomt 
responsibility and cO-decisioiL with doubt and suspicion. But G. D. H. 
Colo林 approves the industrial partnership "between employers and 
workers. Gonceming the matter of the improvement of our labour
Telations, we can learn more from Clogg than from Colo.

. . . . . . .  • ； . . . . . .  ■ ,

* H. Clegg, Industrial Democracy and Nationalization, 1951.
林 G. D. H. Cole, The Case for Industrial Partnership, 1957.

Social Choic  ̂ and Policy-niaking Process
■ - . . . .

. by Hiroshi Koto

〔1 ) Social welfare function usually means a process of mtegrating, 
individual evaluation into social evaluation.

(2〕 Arrow says, in “ Social choice and individual value,M there is no 
social welfare function that satisfies all, when every evaluation 
is g'iven independently.

(3) W© jnay reach an unanimity of evaliiatioB, when every individual 
evaluation is correlative in social decision making1 process. ,

(4) It is difficult to establish the above mentioned social welfare 
fuiiction. In fact, it is easier to establish social choice fuction than 
social welfare function. .

(5) Social choice function need not suffice Arrows third condition.
(6) Social. choice function can be established by introducing1 the 

strength of Utility into preference.
(7) Social choice function, however, is not an unanimity of individuals. 

So the minority people do H ot often support this function.
C8) But, as far as the minority adinits the majority prmeiplo, they 

cannot reject this fuction,
Moreover the minority may turn into the majority.
Thus social choice fuction is supported by people as a policy.

Steuart, Malthus and Keynes
'  « , .

by Tamotsu Matsuura

The historians of economic thought have questioned whether or 
3iot J. M. Keynes, theory has relation to the ones of J, Steuarfc and T. 
R. Malthus. When we think of the history of economics as the develop， 
ment of analytical tools the latter two seem to b e , the forerunners 
of the former. If so, how do these three theories link together ?

Steuart and Malthus’ theories stood on the principle of effective 
deraand and the ground of their approach was monetary analysis. 
We know Keynest one is such an analysis, too.



A fter the  Napoleonic W ar, Ricardo and Malthus gave rise to 
controversies on many economic problem s; ©specially Say’s law of 
market, Malthus was beaten by Ricardo, This means th a t monetary 
analysis g*ave way to real analysis. I consider the causes of the  defeat 
1;o bo due to  M althus1 theoretial struc tu re  Havmg1 beeli weaker than  
Ricardo^. Firstly, in Malthus theory tho relation between saving： and 
investnient was not clear. The mechanism, therefore, th a t excess saving* 
would decrease levels of national income was ambiguous. Secondly, 
it  has been, said of his theory of in terest th a t interest was ren t, of 
capital stock. This was the consideration through real approach. 
Besides, such an idea is inconsisteiit with the  denial of Say^ law of
market, .'ソ .ハ…' . へ』」：. . . . .ハ.'，.ぐ. - . . . ベ' '

Aftiar a hundred years conauest of real analysts, in 1936, Keynes 
revived monetary analy^3 in his u the General Theory of Employment, 
In terest and JVtcxb̂ y，’’ strengtheniiig, the weakness of ；Malthus theo ry : 
Savijig*-Investment Eguation and Liquidity Preference Sekedule.


